
WAYANG KULIT

Wayang kulit is a traditional form of puppet-shadow play originally found in the cultures of Java, Bali and Lombok in
Indonesia. In a wayang kulit performance.

This is home to some of the oldest Muslim kingdoms in Java and it is likely that the wayang golek grew in
popularity through telling the wayang menak stories of Amir Hamza , the uncle of Muhammad. In doing so,
you will gain an aprreciation for the powerful traditions and beautiful art styles brought to Canada by new
Canadians from Indonesia. Perhaps because the point of origin of traditional theatre is a solo puppet master,
the wayang is a theatre of stylization where a single person can represent many different characters by rules of
type. Stockholm: Gothia. Most Malay shadow play characters only have one articulating limb, while a
majority of Javanese and Balinese puppets have both arms articulated. However, wood is more subject to
breakage than leather. For instance, social media has become a medium to promote Kepuhsari as a cultural
tourist destination and platform to sell their work. Invited guests are seated on chairs and watch the dalang.
The Straits Times, p. The construction of the puppets contributes to their versatility, expressiveness and
aptitude for imitating human dance. The show also integrates dance by the human characters into the dramatic
performance. In the past, most learned wayang structure from assisting their dalang-guru. Balinese Style The
most important style of wayang on the island of Bali is wayang kulit parwa bali. Fifty or more figures may
appear in a single performance. In the 18th century, the tradition moved into the mountainous region of
Priangan , West Java , where it eventually was used to tell stories of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata in a
tradition now called wayang golek purwa, which can be found in Bandung , Bogor and Jakarta. Wayang
topeng purwa would utilize masks topeng to tell Indian epic stories purwa. It is one of the great art forms as it
combines ancient stories, mystical mantras, and topical commentary. It uses shadow puppets to tell stories of
Panji. A stretched linen canvas kelir acts as a canvas, dividing the dalang puppeteer and the spectator. Much of
the pleasure of watching wayang is to see how the skillful dalang negotiates the pre-defined structure. Kulit
means " skin " or " leather ", the material from which the figures are carved. Wayang klitik figures come
originally from eastern Java , where one still finds workshops turning them out. Read also: International
festival in Hungary features wayang kulit from Indonesia The oldest record on wayang kulit was found on an
inscription called Prasasti Balitung from the 4th Century, which described it as a sacred art performance
among the royal family. They used to study from the Dalang [puppet master] and craftsmen of wayang kulit
who hailed from Klaten," said Totok. One or more court audience scenes follow. The lamp is a symbol of the
sun as well as the eye of the dalang. Totok is one of several of Kepuhsari's young men who focus on crafting
wayang kulit. Today, the source of light used in wayang performance in Java is most often a halogen electric
light, while Bali still uses the traditional firelight. Wayang performances date back to at least A. GA
Committees. During battle scenes, wayang klitik figures often sustain considerable damage, much to the
amusement of the public, but in a country in which before there were no adequate glues available, breakage
generally meant an expensive, newly made figure. Wayang kontemporar has grown from younger puppeteers
collaborating with Western shadow theatre artists.


